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It was observed, that the RT-PICLS [1] code ran by FWKT on the hypnos cluster was
producing an unusual amount of system load, according to Ganglia metrics. Since this
may point to an IO-problem in the code, this code was analyzed more closely.
2 Setup
The provided particle-in-cell (PIC) code (the program) was run with additionally pro-
vided input data on 64 CPU cores (AMD Opteron) in a single node of the hypnos cluster.
Score-P 4.0 [2] with IO-tracing support was used for profiling and tracing of the appli-
cation. A developer version of Vampir 9.2 [3] enabled graphical analysis of the traces.
In each test run the program produces output in about 10000 small files, many of them
empty. The total size of the produced output per run is less than 150MB. Different file
systems were evaluated for storing the output:
• bigdata, the high-performance file system of the cluster based on GPFS.
• nfs, a loop-mounted EXT4 image mounted to the current compute node via NFS.
• scr, the local scratch file-system of the compute node.
• tmpfs, a virtual filesystem, physically located in the main memory of the compute
node.1
The program apparently exclusively writes ASCII tables using formatted Frotran IO.
3 Profiling
Figure 1: Timeline of a run writing output to bigdata. MPI ranks 0 through 12 of 64 are
shown. Red parts indicate time used for MPI communication, light green indi-
cates computation and dark green indicates file-IO. The latter includes open,
read as well as write operations, but almost all visible instances correspond to
writes. The total runtime is 174 s. The average total runtime when writing
output to bigdata is 10 s shorter compared to the average when writing to scr.
1The directory /run/shm/ was used for this purpose on hypnos compute nodes.
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Figure 2: Timeline of a run writing output to tmpfs. See caption of figure 1 for de-
tails. Top: formatted ACSII output. Bottom: unformatted binary. The total
displayed runtime is 95 s.
Figure 1 shows a graphical representation of which subroutine of the program is active
when during a test run. The subroutines are grouped into three groups indicated by
color: MPI, computation, file-IO (see caption for key).
Apart from the left most red part, which only shows time spend during MPI_Init. The
timeline can be visually decomposed in to three sections:
1. For t . 35 s the function real_spectra_ dominates in rank 0, while all other ranks
wait.
2. For 35 s . t . 55 s all ranks execute the function envelope with litte load-
imbalance.
3. The rest of the time seems about equally filled with computation and IO for all
rank. Dominating functions here are remove_ and collision_pm_
Both sections 1 and 3 spend much time doing file-IO. Of the total time of 174 s, rank
0 spends about 96 s with IO, achieved bandwidths do not exceed 4MB/s. The achieved
IO-bandwidth can be increased by using unformatted binary IO, instead of writing ASCII
tables. When using bigdata, binary IO acheives IO bandwidths of up to 360MB/s, which
is still low compared to the bandwidth about 12GB/s which should be possible on this
file system. This discrepancy is probably caused by latencies when initiating a write
operation, which would not be significant writing larger amounds of data.
This picture stays the same for all file systems. When using a network file-system
(bigdata or nfs), traces sometimes showed open call taking a long time randomly. Such
traces have been discarded in favor of reruns without stalling file-system.
Using tmpfs reduces the fraction of time spend in write calls siginificantly. Bandwidth
is increased to about 30MB/s, which may be the maximum rate at which the CPU can
handle ASCII formatted output, since bandwidth for unformatted binary output reaches
up to 1.4GB/s. Figure 2 shows traces using tmpfs.
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Figure 3: Timeline of a run writing unformatted binary output to tmpfs. The code is
modified to not test for the file ./contrast.in in section 2. See caption of
figure 1 for details. The total runtime is 64 s.
Figure 4: Timeline of a run writing unformatted binary output to the local scratch file
system. The code is like in figure 3. The picture is simmilar when bigdata is
used. The total runtime is 115 s.
Note, that the overall execution time stays about the same, even though section 1
practically vanishes using unformatted IO. Additional time is spend in section 2. Most
of this time is spend by all ranks trying to open a file ./constrast.in repeatedly. This
file does not exist and is not included with the provided input data. Upon failing to open
the file, the program defaults to a different branch.
63 processes trying to access the same, nonexistent file, repeatetly does not seem to
be handled efficiently by the file system. it appears to be made worse when rank 0 has
finished writing the data in section 1 and joins in. Removing the check for this file from
the code appears to eliminate another performance bottleneck, see figure 3, where both
sections 1 and 2 do no longer contribute significantly to the overall runtime.
The code only shows minor imbalances in he comupte load, making the frequent syn-
chronizations due to barriers a minor concern with respect to compute.
However, when output is written to a filesystem other than tmpfs, the frequent writes
use a siginficant amount of time. The amount of time needed by single write becomes
random with many open and write operation happening at the same time, as illustarted
in figure 4. This leads to siginificant waiting times among MPI ranks.
4 Conclusions
Short-Term Solutions
1. Reducing the number of open-calls for ./contrast.in during initialization to one
per rank may reduce the total runtime of the test case by up to 30%, this maximum
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being reached in the tests by just removing it. This can be made feasible by storing
the state read from this file for repeated uses. The benefit is likely smaller in
production runs, if these only read the during initial setup.
2. Using unformatted binary output would enable faster writes. However, the effect
would only be significant during initialization (section 1), where all ranks wait for
rank 0.
3. Writing output to tmpfs reduces the runtime of the test run by about 40%, after
the ./contrast.in-problem has been eliminated (point 1). Thus, if the total size
of the output to be written during a run and the memory consumption of the
program remain sufficiently small, on could write the output to tmpfs and move
the data to a storage file system after the run. In order to speed up the transfer
of outputs from tmpfs to storage it would be beneficial to combine all files in an
uncompressed tar-ball.
Since each output file is only written to by one rank and never read, this solution
would also work for runs on multiple nodes with the output file system on each
node being only locally accessible.
Long-Term Solutions
1. The IO-part of the program needs to be rewritten to produce fewer output files.
Writing one file per rank would a simple solution as long as the intended number
of MPI rank remains small. A solution my be to write consecutive time steps into
an HDF5 file which is opened only once at the start of a run. Apart from using
binary output, which only has small impact, there is no way to reduce runtime
while keeping the current output format.
2. The PIConGPU code provides efficient IO and also scales well for compute re-
sources. One should evaluate, how physical processes specific to the present code
could be implemented in PIConGPU.
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